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Abstract
We introduce a Bayesian Gaussian process latent variable model that explicitly
captures spatial correlations in data using a parameterized spatial kernel and lever-
aging structure-exploiting algebra on the model covariance matrices for compu-
tational tractability. Inference is made tractable through a collapsed variational
bound with similar computational complexity to that of the traditional Bayesian
GP-LVM. Inference over partially-observed test cases is achieved by optimizing
a “partially-collapsed” bound. Modeling high-dimensional time series systems is
enabled through use of a dynamical GP latent variable prior. Examples imputing
missing data on images and super-resolution imputation of missing video frames
demonstrate the model.
1 Introduction
Probabilistic generative models are valuable for inferring structure in large sets of unlabeled data [1].
Bayesian generative models such as the Gaussian process latent variable model [2, 3, 1] and the
related unsupervised deep Gaussian processes [4, 5] leverage the expressive, yet regularized flex-
ibility of Gaussian processes within an unsupervised learning setting, producing low-dimensional
nonlinear embeddings of data. Analytical tractability is achieved through the variational inference
procedure first given by Titsias [6] and later extended by Titasis and Lawrence [1] for the case of
unobserved inputs. The dynamical GP-LVM [7] constrains the learned latent variables through a
Gaussian process prior parameterized by time points corresponding to the observed examples.
However, the generative models utilized by all of the above mentioned do not account for the pos-
sibility that the data being modeled exhibit correlations. From a modeling standpoint, the selection
of a prior that factorizes across dimensions is rather uninformative and adversely affects model
sample efficiency. Instead, one might wish to encode knowledge about correlations within each
high-dimensional observation through the model prior. Beyond considerations of sample efficiency,
because no spatial information is incorporated explicitly into the model, one is not able to use these
approaches for inference at spatial locations not included in the training set.
At the same time, neural networks have made great progress as generative models in recent years
via variational autoencoder architectures [8] and adversarial formulations [9]. A main focus of this
work is sample efficiency within unsupervised learning; as of now, the above generally struggle to
perform well with a limited supply of data. A reasonable means of addressing this challenge is
by carefully-chosen Bayesian regularization; however, we are still challenged to pose tractable, in-
terpretable priors and methods for inference. While imposing Gaussian or Laplace priors over the
model weights [10] is attractive because of its mathematical tractability [11], one may still question
∗
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how well one understands the distributions over functions they imply. to what extent one can un-
derstand the implications of such priors on the resulting distribution over functions that the model
inherits [12]. Indeed, merely interpreting workable neural network priors is a challenging task and is
of considerable interest in its own right. In this work, our approach begins by defining the generative
model’s distribution over functions and proceeding to derive a tractable means of inference.
The main contribution of this work is to extend the Bayesian GP-LVM by utilizing structure-
exploiting algebra [13] to enable efficient inference of latent variables and a generative model with
explicit spatial correlations modeled by a parameterized kernel function. We call this the structured
Gaussian process latent variable model (SGPLVM). The learned generative model may be used for
data imputation for partially-observed test data. Furthermore, the dynamical prior of Damianou et
al. [7] is also incorporated into the model to allow for interpolation for high-dimensional time series
data. For tractable inference, we derive a collapsed variational bound that may be efficiently com-
puted by exploiting Kronecker product structure, achieving the same computational complexity as a
typical sparse Gaussian process model.
The model bears a resemblance to the linear model of coregionalization [14, 15]. However, our
model extends this by allowing the inputs to be uncertain within the usual variational free energy
approach first shown in [1]. Computational tractability is maintained by exploiting the structure of
the covariance matrix by extending the structured GP methods first introduced by Saatçi [13]. Ad-
ditionally, the modeled spatial correlations are expressed in terms of a familiar kernel function (see,
e.g., [16]) with a simple parameterization that is simple to optimize over, given high-dimensional
observation data, and interpretable through its hyperparameters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the structured GP-LVM in-
cluding its variational lower bound, predictive density, and algorithm for inference of latent variables.
In Section 3, we apply our model to model high-dimensional images with and without a dynamical
prior and demonstrate its ability to impute missing data in several novel ways. Section 4 summarizes
our work and discusses its implications.
1.1 Related work
Our model is based on the Bayesian Gaussian process latent variable model of Titsias and
Lawrence [1]. Structured Gaussian process regression was first introduced in [13], who consid-
ered inputs composed as a Cartesian product of one-dimensional inputs, though combinations of
higher-dimensional inputs are also possible so long as the kernel is appropriately separable [17].
The insight to exploit Kronecker product structure in Gaussian process latent variable models was
first shown in [18]. However, their variational formulation defines a posterior over the induced
outputs U and restricts its covariance matrix to possess Kronecker product structure; The O (m)
variational parameters describing its mean and covariance must be learned through optimization (i.e.
the bound is “uncollapsed” [7]). Here, we make no assumptions about the structure of the poste-
rior covariance, instead deriving the analytical optimum and showing how the resulting “collapsed”
variational bound can still be computed efficiently by exploiting eigendecomposition properties of
Kronecker products. Inference over partially-observed data is still possible using a novel ‘mixed”
bound combining collapsed and uncollapsed terms from the training and test data, respectively. We
also make the connection with the dynamical GP-LVM of [7] for modeling temporally-correlated
data.
2 Theory
In this section, we derive the structured GP-LVM (SGP-LVM) model. Before proceeding, we
quickly define some useful notation. Let X be a matrix with i-th row xi,:, j-th column x:,j , and
entry xij . The matrixX may be assembled by a set of vectors x as rows ofX.
2.1 Problem statement
Suppose we are given a set of nξ data, each of which is observed simultaneously with dy channels
at ns points in a ds-dimensional spatial domain Xs ⊂ Rds . Represent this data as a matrix Yˆ ∈
R
nξ×nsdy . The observations may also be dynamical in nature and indexed with time points t ∈ Rnξ .
The spatial inputs are assembled as a matrixX(s) ∈ Rns×ds . Alternatively, instead of modeling our
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observations as nξ data that are nsdy-dimensional (“few data, many dimensions”), we may instead
reshape Yˆ to model them as n = nξns data that are dy-dimensional (“many data, few dimensions”).
Suppose that each of the nξ data are described by a latent variable x
(ξ) ∈ Xξ ⊂ Rdξ ; represent these
as the matrixX(ξ) ∈ Rnξ×dξ with a prior p(X(ξ)). The dx = dξ+ds-dimensional inputs are defined
as the Cartesian product of the spatial and latent variable inputs: X = X(ξ) ×X(s) ∈ Rn×dx , with
n = nξns.
2 We aim to learn a generative model
y = f(x) + ǫ, f : Xs ×Xξ → R
dy ∼ GP, ǫ ∼ N
(
ǫ|0, σ2yIdy×dy
)
, (1)
The model definition and training procedure is described in Sec. 2.2.1.
Given the learned model, we seek to carry out two types of predictions. First, given a test example
Y∗ ∈ Rn
∗
s×dy observed at n∗s spatial points X
(s,∗) ∈ Rn
∗
s×ds , we seek to infer the posterior of its
latent variable, q(x(ξ,∗)). Second, given q(x(ξ,∗)) and some (possibly different) test points in space
X(s,∗), we wish to compute the predictive density for the corresponding outputs Y∗ ∈ Rn
∗
s×dy .
These are addressed in Sec. 2.2.2.
2.2 Structured Bayesian Gaussian process latent variable model
In the following subsections, we explain how to train and do predictions with the structured Gaussian
process latent variable model.
2.2.1 SGPLVM: model architecture and evidence lower bound
As mentioned in [18], inference for the generative model of Eq. (1) is challenging for two reasons.
First, computing the marginal likelihood p(Y|X(s)) =
∫
p(Y|X)p(X(ξ))dX(ξ) is analytically in-
tractable. Second, the likelihood p(Y|X) requires the inversion of a n×n covariance matrix. Using
the approach of Titsias and Lawrence, the model is augmented with m inducing input-output pairs,
assembled in matricesXu ∈ Rm×dx andU ∈ Rm×dy ; we assume that these inducing pairs are mod-
eled by the same generative process as the training inputs and latent outputs F ∈ Rn×dy , allowing
us to write the following joint probability:
p(F+|X+) =
dy∏
j=1
N
(
f+:,j |m
+
:,j ,
(
Kff Kfu
Kuf Kuu
))
, X+ =
(
X
Xu
)
, F+ =
(
F
U
)
. (2)
whereKff ,Kuf ,Kfu, andKuu are kernel matrices evaluated on the training and inducing inputs.
The conditional GP prior is given by
p(F|X,U,Xu) =
dy∏
j=1
N
(
f :,j |η:,j, K˜
)
, (3)
where the conditional mean and covariance take the usual forms from the projected process
model [19, 16]:
η = KfuK
−1
uuY, (4)
K˜ = Kff −KfuK
−1
uuKuf . (5)
Finally, we define the Gaussian variational posterior over the induced outputs
q(U) =
dy∏
j=1
N (u:,j|u¯:,j,Σu) , (6)
and pick a joint variational posterior that factorizes as
q(F,U,X(ξ)) = p(F|X,U,Xu)q(U)q(X
(ξ)). (7)
The form of q(X(ξ)) will be discussed later.
2One can further impose structure within the spatial inputs, i.e.,X(s) = X(s,1) × · · · ×X(s,ds).
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Using the familiar variational approach [20, 1], we use Jensen’s inequality to write a lower bound
for the logarithm of the model evidence. Following the usual approach, we use Jensen’s inequality
to define the following lower bound on the logarithm of the model evidence:
log p(Y) ≥ L =
∫
q(F,U,X(ξ)) log
p(F,U,X(ξ))
q(F,U,X(ξ))
dFdUdX(ξ). (8)
After some manipulations, one arrives at the following uncollapsed lower bound:
L =−
ndy
2
(log(2π)− log β) −
β
2
Tr (YY⊺)
+ βTr
(
U¯⊺K−1uuΨ
⊺
1Y
)
−
β
2
Tr
(
K−1uuΨ2K
−1
uu
(
U¯U¯⊺ + dyΣu
))
−KL (q(U) ‖ p(U))−KL
(
q(X(ξ)) ‖ p(X(ξ))
)
,
(9)
where we have defined the kernel expectations
Ψ1 = Eq(X(ξ)) [Kfu] ,
Ψ2 = Eq(X(ξ)) [KufKfu] .
(10)
Using standard methods [20], one may find an analytic optimum for q(U) that maximizes Eq. (9)
with respect to U¯ andΣu:
q∗(U) =
dy∏
j=1
N
(
u:,j|u¯
∗
:,j,Σ
∗
u
)
, U¯∗ = KuuK
−1
ψ Ψ
⊺
1Y, Σ
∗
u = β
−1KuuK
−1
ψ Kuu, (11)
where we have defined
Kψ = β
−1Kuu +Ψ2 (12)
for convenience. Substituting this into Eq. (9) and doing the required manipulations results in the
“collapsed” lower bound:
L =
dy
2
((n−m) log β − n log(2π)− log |A|)
−
β
2
(
Tr (YY⊺)− Tr
(
Y⊺Ψ1K
−1
ψ Ψ
⊺
1Y
)
+ dy (ψ0 − Tr (C))
)
−KL
(
q(X(ξ)) ‖ p(X(ξ))
)
,
(13)
where
ψ0 = Eq(X(ξ)) [Tr (Kff)] , (14)
C = L−1Ψ2L
−⊺, (15)
A = L−1KψL
−⊺ = β−1Im×m +C, (16)
and Kuu = LL
⊺ is a Cholesky decomposition. For modeling independent, identically-distributed
data, we use the prior p(X(ξ)) =
∏
ij N
(
x
(ξ)
ij |0, 1
)
and variational posterior q(X(ξ)) =∏
ij N
(
x
(ξ)
ij |µ
(ξ)
ij , c
(ξ)
ij
)
. For dynamical data indexed by times {ti}
nξ
i=1, we follow [21, 7]
and use the GP prior p(X(ξ)) =
∏dξ
j=1N
(
x
(ξ)
:,j |0,Kxx
)
and variational posterior q(X(ξ)) =∏dξ
j=1N
(
x
(ξ)
:,j |Kxxµ
(ξ)
:,j , (K
−1
xx +Λ
(x,j))−1
)
, where Kxx is the covariance matrix formed on t
by a kernel kt(t, t
′; θt) and Λ
(x,j) is a diagonal nξ × nξ matrix.
To train the model, we maximize Eq. (13) over the variational parameters of q(X(ξ)) the inducing
inputs, and the model hyperparameters θ = {θk, β}. However, doing so naïvely quickly becomes
computationally intractable. Next, we show how the structure in the model inputs can be exploited
so that the time and memory requirements associated with training become linear in n.
Similarly to [18], we impose structure on the inducing points: Xu = X
(ξ)
u ×X
(s)
u , where X
(ξ)
u ∈
R
mξ×dξ andX
(s)
u ∈ Rms×ds . This implies thatKuu = K
(ξ)
uu ⊗K
(s)
uu andKfu = K
(ξ)
fu ⊗K
(s)
fu .
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The statistics of Eq. (10) can then be written as
ψ0 = ψ
(ξ)
0 Tr
(
K
(s)
ff
)
, Ψ1 = Ψ
(ξ)
1 ⊗K
(s)
fu , Ψ2 = Ψ
(ξ)
2 ⊗ (K
(s)
ufK
(s)
fu ), (17)
where ψ
(ξ)
0 , Ψ
(ξ)
1 , and Ψ
(ξ)
2 may be evaluated in the usual way (see [22]). The computational cost
associated with evaluating the kernel expectations in Eq. (17) remains unchanged relative to the
traditional Bayesian GP-LVM and still allows for parallelization with respect to latent variables of
X(ξ) as originally discussed in [23, 24].
Finally, we show how the remaining terms of the variational bound may be computed efficiently
without having to ever explicitly evaluate any of the full m × m matrices in the bound. First, we
note that L andC have Kronecker decompositions:
L = L(ξ) ⊗ L(s), (18)
C = C(ξ) ⊗C(s). (19)
The eigendecomposition ofC is
C = QCΛCQ
⊺
C , (20)
soQC is orthogonal and ΛC is diagonal. These both also admit Kronecker decompositions:
QC = Q
(ξ)
C ⊗Q
(s)
C , (21)
ΛC = Λ
(ξ)
C ⊗Λ
(s)
C . (22)
The matrices on the right hand sides of Eqs. (21) and (22) are found by computing the eigendecom-
position ofC(ξ) andC(s). It follows that
A = QCDQ
⊺
C . (23)
where, for notational convenience, we have defined D = β−1I + ΛC ∈ Rm×m. Note that D is
the sum of two diagonals and thus contains m nonzero entries. Thus, it is at least as easy to store
in memory as the data Y. We also note that expressingA as in Eq. (23) makes the computation of
log |A| in Eq. (13) straightforward. Next, we see that Eq. (12) can be rewritten as
Kψ = LQCDQ
⊺
CL
⊺, (24)
and note that the matrix factors of
K−1ψ = L
−⊺QCD
−1Q
⊺
CL
−1 (25)
may be efficiently computed and stored since L and QC are Kronecker products and the diagonal
matrixD can, of course, be inverted in an element-wise manner.
Finally, the second trace term in the second line of Eq. (13) can be manipulated using Eq. (25) to
obtain
Tr
(
Y⊺Ψ1K
−1
ψ Ψ
⊺
1Y
)
= Tr

D−1Q⊺CL−1Ψ⊺1Y︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡B
Y⊺Ψ1L
−⊺QC

 (26)
= Tr
(
D−1BB⊺
)
(27)
=
m∑
i=1
dy∑
j=1
d−1ii b
2
ij . (28)
The matrix B is most efficiently computed by first evaluating the product Q
⊺
CL
−1Ψ
⊺
1 , then multi-
plying against Y last. Computing this term takes O (ndy) time. Thus, we see that computing the
bound is linear in the size of the training data in both time and memory.
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2.2.2 SGPLVM: predictions
Forward predictive density Given test inputs X∗ = X(ξ,∗) ×X(s,∗) ∈ Rn
∗
×dx , the predictive
density follows form our assumption that the inducing points are sufficient statistics of the training
examples [7]:
p(F∗|X∗) =
dout∏
j=1
N
(
f∗:,j|µ
∗
:,j ,Σ
∗
)
, (29)
µ∗ = K∗uK
−1
ψ Ψ
⊺
1Y, (30)
Σ∗ = K∗∗ −K∗u
(
K−1uu − β
−1K−1ψ
)
Ku∗, (31)
where K∗∗ is the covariance matrix computed on the test inputs and K∗u is the cross-covariance
matrix between test and training inputs. Noticing that K∗∗ = K
(ξ,∗)
∗∗ ⊗ K
(s,∗)
∗∗ , K∗u = K
(ξ,∗)
∗u ⊗
K
(s,∗)
∗u , and substituting Eq. (25) into Eqs. (30) and (31), we obtain
µ∗ = K∗uL
−⊺QCD
−1Q
⊺
CL
−1Ψ
⊺
1Y, (32)
diag(Σ∗) = diag(K∗∗)−
(
K∗uL
−⊺QC
)
◦
(
K∗uL
−⊺QC
)
diag
(
I− β−1D−1
)
, (33)
where ◦ denotes the Schur product. These may be efficiently computed by exploiting Kronecker
products and that D is diagonal. Importantly, we are able to use this model to predict at different
spatiotemporal resolutions from that of our training data if desired. This cannot be done without
the parameterized kernel that captures spatiotemporal correlations in our model. The full covariance
of Eq. (31) can be computed in O
(
m(n∗s)
2
)
time and O
(
(n∗s)
2
)
memory; details are given in the
supplementary material.
If we have a Gaussian posterior q(X(ξ,∗)), then we can readily compute
µ¯∗ = Eq(X(ξ,∗)) [F
∗] = Ψ∗1K
−1
ψ Ψ
⊺
1Y, (34)
whereΨ∗1 = Eq(X(ξ,∗)) [K∗u] = Ψ
(ξ,∗)
1 ⊗K
(s)
∗u . However, unlike in [1], the marginal covariance of
the predictive density Σ¯∗ is intractable due to the modeled spatial correlations. One can approximate
the density as a mixture of Gaussians by taking nMOG samples from q(X
(ξ,∗)) and computing the
Gaussian of Eq. (29) for each sample ofX(ξ,∗).
For the dynamical model, the latent variable posterior at time t∗ can be computed as [7]
q(x(ξ,∗)) =
dξ∏
j=1
N
(
x
(ξ,∗)
:,j |K∗xµ
(ξ)
:,j , kt(t
∗, t∗; θt)−K∗x(Kxx +Λ
(x,j),−1)−1Kx∗
)
, (35)
whereK∗x is the cross-covariance vector computed on t
∗ and t.
Inference of latent variables Here, we explain how the SGPLVM can be used to infer the varia-
tional posterior over the latent variables associated with test observations held out from the training
set. Given some test observationY∗ ∈ Rn
∗
s×dy observed at spatial points X(s,∗), we would like to
infer the posterior q(x(ξ,∗)). To do this, we optimize the augmented bound
log p(Y∗,Y) ≥ L+ L∗, (36)
where
L∗ =−
n∗dy
2
(log(2π)− log β)−
βdy
2
Tr (Y∗Y∗,⊺)−
β
2
Tr
(
K−1uuΨ
∗
2K
−1
uu (U¯U¯
⊺ +Σu)
)
+ βTr
(
Y∗,⊺Ψ∗1KuuU¯
)
−
βdy
2
(
ψ∗0 − Tr
(
K−1uuΨ
∗
2
))
−KL
(
q(x(ξ,∗)) ‖ p(x(ξ,∗))
)
,
(37)
and U¯ and Σu are given by Eq. (11). Our approach may be seen as a combining the “collapsed”
bound of [1] to compute L and the “uncollapsed” bound used in [18] for L∗. Note that, since
the test data are not included in L, q(U) is no longer optimal, but the benefit of computational
tractability greatly outweighs this drawback in practice. Equation (37) may be efficiently computed
by exploitingKronecker structure; details are given in the supplementarymaterial. To infer q(x(ξ,∗)),
one optimizes L+L∗ over its variational parameters. In the interest of computational efficiency, we
keep the variational parameters and kernel hyperparameters learned at training time constant.
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3 Examples
3.1 Reconstruction of missing data
In this example, we demonstrate the SGPLVM’s ability to reconstruct missing data from an image
using the “Frey Faces” data set [25, 6], which contains ntot = 1965 grayscale images at a resolution
of 20× 28 pixels and each pixel takes on a scalar value in [0, 255].3 We randomly split the data set
into nξ training and n
∗
ξ test images; we consider the cases with nξ = 50 and 1000 and n
∗
ξ = 965.
As described in Sec. 2.1, the training data are assembled into the training data matrixY ∈ Rnξns×dy ,
where ns = 20× 28 = 560 and dy = 1 since the images are grayscale. The centers of the pixels are
assigned two-dimensional spatial inputs and assembled into the spatial input matrixX(s) ∈ Rns×ds
(ds = 2). The SGPLVM model has mξ = min(nξ, 100) latent variable inducing inputs, ms = ns
spatial inducing inputs, and dξ = 30 latent dimensions. Gaussian and Matérn 3/2 kernels are used
for the latent variable and spatial inputs, respectively.
At test time, we randomly remove 50% of the pixels on each held-out image. We impute them by
inferring the test latent variable posterior following Sec. 2.2.2, then by approximating the forward
predictive density atX(s,∗) = X(s) as a Gaussian with mean given by Eq. (34) and covariance from
a mixture of nMOG = 100 Gaussians as described in Sec. 2.2.2. We condition this Gaussian on the
observed pixels in the test observation to repair some of the construction error; this is only possible
because of the spatial correlations modeled by the SGPLVM. The prediction accuracy is measured
for each image by the root mean square error (RMSE) and median negative log probability (MNLP)
over the imputed pixels. We compare our model to the Bayesian GP-LVM on the same data set by
replacing the Matérn 3/2 kernel with a white kernel as well as a vanilla across-image GP regression
with a Matérn 3/2 kernel trained on each image individually.
For nξ = 50, the SGPLVM attains a mean RMSE (95th percentiles) of 14.50 (6.46, 28.25) and
MNLP of 3.25 (2.90, 3.99); the Bayesian GP-LVM attains an RMSE of 15.63 (6.98, 38.75) and
MNLP of 3.45 (3.07, 4.51). For nξ = 1000, the SGPLVM attains a mean RMSE of 8.91 (5.52,
26.75) and MNLP of 3.16 (3.02, 3.38); the Bayesian GP-LVM attains an RMSE of 9.09 (4.39,
17.47) and MNLP of 3.15 (3.00, 3.53). The across-image GP obtains an RMSE of 19.27 (15.06,
24.30) and MNLP of 6.66 (5.92, 7.92). Our results imply that the modeled spatial correlations are
helpful particularly when data examples are limited, even though the learned length scales are on
the order of a pixel. However, the across-image GP’s performance shows that the latent variable
modeling is essential for obtaining good predictions. This is expected, given the small size of the
images. Figure 1 shows a few examples of the reconstructions given by the SGPLVM model.
Figure 1: (Reconstruction) Example reconstructions using a SGPLVM with nξ = 1000. Top row:
provided partially-observed realization. Middle: Reconstructed observation. Bottom: Ground truth.
3.2 Generation of high-resolution video
In this example, we explore the use of the SGPLVM with a dynamical prior to train on
a low-resolution video sequence and impute missing frames at a higher resolution with-
3When modeling the data, we rescale the data to have zero mean and unit variance. However, the results are
reported in terms of the raw pixel values.
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Figure 2: (HD Video) (a) SGPLVM latent variables as a function of time; each curve is a separate
latent dimension and markers indicate observed frames. (b) Inverse length scales learned by the
SGPLVM model. (c) An example generated image and the corresponding ground truth. See the
supplementary material for full-resolution pictures.
out ever showing the model any high-resolution examples. The video we use is available
at https://pixabay.com/en/videos/eye-face-human-male-man-person-4376/under the
Creative Commons CC0 license and is also included in the supplementary material. We train our
model on the video with 640× 360 resolution and test our predictions against the 1280× 720 HD
video. Pixels in the low-resolution video are assigned spatial locations at the center of the 2 × 2
clusters of pixels in the high-resolution video. The video contains ntotξ = 156 frames. We randomly
select nξ = 78 frames as training data and predict on the remaining n
∗
ξ = 78 frames. We train a dy-
namical SGPLVM model with mξ = nξ latent variable inducing inputs, ms = ns spatial inducing
inputs, and dξ = 30 latent dimensions. Thus, the SGPLVM models n = m = 1.8 × 107 data. The
spatial input structure is exploited by definingX(s) = X(s,1) ×X(s,2), whereX(s,1) ∈ R640×1 and
X(s,2) ∈ R360×1. The outputs are RGB triplets; thus, dy = 3. Predictions with the dynamical SG-
PLVM are compared against a structured GP regression model which predicts the RGB triplets as a
function of time and spatial location (3 input dimensions). Prediction accuracy on each frame is mea-
sured via RMSE and MNLP. For the dynamical SGPLVM, we obtain an RMSE of 0.13 (0.063, 0.61)
and an MNLP of −2.13 (−2.81, 0.71); for the structured GP, we obtain an RMSE of 0.23 (0.097,
0.74) and MNLP of −0.021 (−0.45, 1.06). Note that data are pre-processed to have zero mean and
unit variance on each channel. Thus, we find that the latent variable modeling of the frames enables
us to get substantially better predictive accuracy. Figure 2 shows the time-dependent latent variable
posterior means, the latent dimensions’ inverse length scales, and a comparison between a frame
from the HD video and the corresponding generated frame from the SGPLVM.
4 Conclusions and Discussion
In this work, we derived a structured Gaussian process latent variable model extending that explicitly
captures spatial correlations in high-dimensional observation data. Computational tractability is
maintained by identifying Kronecker product structure in the model kernel matrices. The modeled
spatiotemporal correlations are expressed in terms of interpretable parameterized kernel functions,
allowing for one to use the generative model at a higher resolution than that of the training data.
We envision several extensions to our work. First, the SGPLVM might be incorporated as a struc-
tured layer within a deep Gaussian process [4] with additional hidden layers preceding or following
it. Second, we would like to explore the use of the SGPLVM as a data-driven surrogate model for
modeling stochastic partial differential equations with high-dimensional nonstationary outputs, and
as a data-driven high-dimensional stochastic input model (i.e. for dimensionality reduction).
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